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ABSTRACT

This research emerges within the context of rapidly rising levels ofHuman Immunodeficiency Virus

(HIV) infection amongst young adults and the escalation ofdeaths from the Acquired Immunodeficiency

Syndrome (AIDS). This study critically examines the commonly used theories and models that guide

HIV/AIDS communication campaigns. However, it notes that the broad ranging theories and models

used during HIV/AIDS preventative and care campaigns emphasise communication linearity and

individualism and therefore fail to acknowledge culture. In view ofthe multiplicity ofcultural and K
language groups that exist in South Africa, culture plays acrucial role in HIVlAIDS communication

interventions. Failure to acknowledge the cultural context in campaign theory has various negative

implications. One isthat, because these theories and models are linear, they are sender-oriented. The

recipients are therefore unable to identify with the message as they are divorced from the context ofits

production. Furthermore, because ofa lack ofengagement by the recipient in the development of

messages, retention ofknowledge isminimal and this leads to a lack ofacceptance ofthe message.

Clearly then, there exists a need for these theories and models to be re-articulated so that they are less

linear and individualistic, but rather more flexible so that they may be adapted for application within

various cultural contexts.

This study suggests that one ofthe ways ofalleviating campaign linearity and inclUding culture isby

borrowing Paulo Freire's (1990) underlying principles ofparticipation and incorporating them into

communication campaign theory in the form ofaudience participation. Communication campaign

theory would therefore include audience participation as acentral component during its planning,

implementation and evaluation phases. The appropriateness ofthis suggestion isdemonstrated by

applying it to and evaluating a HIV/AIDS awareness campaign targeted atyoung adults ata tertiary

institution in Kwalulu Natal.
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation critically examines the broad ranging theories and models used during HIV/AIDS

communication campaigns. Itnotes that these theories emphasise linearity and individualism and thus

ignore the various contexts within which communication takes place. Communication isacomplex

process that works within an intricate network ofintentions, interpretations, social relationships, power

structures, standards and values. Communication therefore does not operate in isolation; there are

always contexts to consider. Failure to acknowledge context during campaign theory has various

negative implications. For example:

The initial prevention responses aimed atthe gay community in the United States illustrate how

the medical construction ofHIV distorts efforts atprevention..The medicalisation ofsexual

intercourse as a health conduct prompted the use ofprevention models that were inapplicable

because they stripped intercourse of its social, cultural and psychological meanings and

motivations (Epstein, 1997: 29).

The above isan example ofan implication ofa linear individualistic model ofcommunication. The

message was sender (medical practitioner) oriented and resulted in the recipients (the gay community)

being unable to identify with the message because the context ofsexual intercourse was divorced from

the circumstances ofmessage production. This example illustrates that there exists aneed for the

theories and models commonly used during HIV/AIDS communication campaigns to be re-articulated

so that they are less linear and individualistic and more flexible so that they may be adapted for

application"within various contexts. This study focuses specifically on the importance ofacknowledging

cultural contexts during HIV/AIDS communication campaigns. Itaccepts that other contexts, such as

psychological, economic, physical and political are important, but these fall outside the scope ofthe

study.

Previous researchers have documented the positive benefits ofacknowledging cultural contexts during

HIV/AIDS communication interventions. Acase in point isDramAidE's (an AIDS organisation with an

emphasis on life skills training) Act Alive campaign:
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This programme involves the use ofparticipatory action oriented media. Vibrant programmes

ofsong, dance and theatre are presented athealth festivals, where AIDS messages are

produced by the community atwhom the message is aimed. These messages are true tothe

experiences ofthe people ofKwaZulu-Natal who are facing the reality ofAIDS in their

communities (Parker, etal. 2000: 68).

This dissertation supports these participatory methodologies. It further suggests that one of the ways of

including cultural context (to an extent) into communication campaign theory isby adopting Paulo

Freire's (1990) underlying principles ofparticipation and incorporating them into campaign theory in the

form of audience participation during the planning, implementation and evaluation phases of the

campaign. To demonstrate the appropriateness of this suggestion, this study evaluates acase study of

a HIV/AIDS awareness campaign targeted atyoung adults at the ML Sultan Technikon', a tertiary

institution that was located in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. Itconcludes with an evaluation and

analysis of the findings and further offers recommendations.

Chapter One reviews the current HIV/AIDS statistics in South Africa. It further identifies the use of

communication campaigns as a key intervention in helping tocurb the spread ofHIV/AIDS. Chapter

Two sets up the theoretical framework by critically examining the broad ranging theories and models

commonly used during HIV/AIDS prevention campaigns. Itsuggests that communication campaign

theory can be enhanced by borrowing Paulo Freire's (1990) principles ofparticipation and incorporating

them in the form ofaudience participation. Chapter Three demonstrates this suggestion by applying it

toa HIV/AIDS awareness campaign targeted atyoung adults atthe ML Sultan Technikon. Chapter

Four evaluates this campaign, presents the findings, and presents photographs ofthe students

participating in the campaign. Itconcludes with recommendations.

***********

I On the 1stofApril 2002, the ML Sultan Technikon and Natal Technikon merged to form the Durban
Institute ofTechnology. This study was conducted before the merger took place.
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CHAPTER ONE

1. HIVlAIDS: THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT

This chapter reviews the current HIV/AIDS statistics in South Africa. It further discusses the use of

communication campaigns as akey intervention in helping tocurb the spread ofHIV/AIDS.

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), a viral infection, caused by the Human

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), has become the scourge of the young adult population in particular.

HIV/AIDS transmission and infection occurs through contact with infected body fluids. "Modes of

transmission include sharing of fluids during sexual intercourse; prenatal infection from mother to infant;

post-natal infection during breast-feeding, fluid-fluid contact through needle-sharing during intravenous

drug use and through the transfusion ofblood and blood products" (Parker, 1994: 2). To date, the

global summary by the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (http://www.unaids.org/epidemic

update/reportlEpireportchapgloestim: 2002) reports that by the end of2001, approximately:

• 2.8 million people had died ofHIV/AIDS

• 34.3 million people are living with HIV/AIDS and

• 5.4 million people were newly infected with HIV/AIDS

In the absence ofacure, it isestimated that globally more than 40million people will be liVing with HIV

by the end ofyear 2002. The largest portion, 24.5 million (71.4%), live in Sub-Saharan Africa.

In South Africa, the disease was first reported in 1982 predominantly affecting the homosexual

population. Since then, there has been an increase in the number ofheterosexual cases ofHIV/AIDS

infection, with 4.7 million people currently living with HIVlAIDS. In a paper presented on the 13 August

2002, to the National Assembly's Health Committee, 10veLife2 CEO, David Harrison, said:

The number ofHIV/AIDS infections in South Africa could reach between 6.4 million to 12.1

million by 2010, unless major behavioural changes occur tosignificantly alter the course ofthe

epidemic. These figures represent about 15 to25 percent of the total South African population.

What exacerbates this situation, is that young people between the ages of15-24 are most

severely affected by the disease, with around 60% ofall people who acquire HIV/AIDS

2 One ofthe largest HIV prevention campaigns currently being run in South Africa.
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becoming infected before they turn 25

(http://www.doh.gov.zaldocs/news/2002/nz0812.htmIl02l11/26).

To demonstrate the reality of the crisis within this age group, the Medical Research Council ofSouth

Africa (MRCSA), in a recent KwaZulu-Natal voluntary survey ofuniversity students, while not fully

representative, demonstrated infection rates of26 percent in women and 12 percent in men aged 20 to

24 (http://www.mrc.ac.zalurbanbulletinfJune2000impending.htm:200215/11). The significant reduction

in the life expectancy of this age group has negative consequences for-South Africa. ' During the 13th

International AIDS Conference in Durban, President Thabo Mbeki reported that the impact ofHIV/AIDS

not only hurts individuals, families and organisations, but also slows economic growth and worsens

poverty (http://www.thebody.com/unaids/fifteen.html: 200215/11 ). Furthermore, during the 14th

International AIDS conference in Barcelona in July 2002, Peter Piot, Executive Director ofUNAIDS,

said:

As a result ofthe HIV/AIDS pandemic children are taking on the role ofadults in many places

affected by HIV because ageneration has disappeared. They can't go through normal

development The very fabric ofsociety isdisappearing, with family structures crumbling.'
(http://archive.mg.zalNXT/gateway.dIIlP200211/25 02:05).

The MRCSA further warns that:

The HIV/AIDS epidemic far outweighs any other threat tothe health and well being ofSouth

Africans. AIDS deaths will soon exceed all other causes ofdeath put together among the

South African workforce. In addition, HIV/AIDS isalso expected to cut South Africa's gross

domestic product by 17% by 2010

(http://www.mrc.ac.zalurbanbulletin/june2000impending.htm:200215/11).

The impact of the HIV/AIDS pandemic affects the very existence ofsociety and represents both a

national and international socio-economic crisis. Furthermore, the above statistics and comments are

not only an indication of the impact of this crisis, but also highlight the need for key interventions to be

in-place tocurb the spread of thisdisease, especially amongst the youth. With no prospect ofan
"

HIV/AIDS vaccine in the near future, prevention campaigns promoting awareness ofhealthier and safer

lifestyles seem tobe the cure atthis point. Afew ofthe larger campaigns that have been prevalent in

South Africa include the loveljfe campaign, National AIDS Helpline, World AIDS Day Celebrations and
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The Paper Prayers Campaign. These are simply random examples ofcampaigns. They are by no

means an indication ofthe extensive number ofsmaller campaigns that do exist in South Africa and

their contribution in the fight against HIV/AIDS. These examples will be briefly discussed in order to

indicate the nature ofsome ofthe HIV/AIDS campaigns currently prevalent in South Africa

The current 10veLife campaign being run in South Africa, since September 1999, isone ofthe largest

and most ambitious HIV/AIDS prevention efforts in the world. According tothe loveLife website,

(http://www.lovelife.org.zallwebsite/simple.asp?Page 10=375) its objective isto positively influence

adolescent sexual behaviour with the aim ofreducing teenage pregnancy. the spread ofHIV/AIDS and

sexually transmitted infections (STls) among young South Africans. LoveLife aims to reduce the

incidence ofHIV/AIDS among young South Africans by atleast 50percent over the next five years.

Organised under the auspices ofZanele Mbeki and other leading South Africans, loveLife combines

high-powered media with nation-wide adolescent sexual health services, outreach and support

programmes. 10veLife'sprogrammes are implemented by aconsortium of leading South African non

governmental organisations: the Reproductive Health Research Unit, the Planned Parenthood

Association ofSouth Africa and the Health Systems Trust. Major funding for loveLife isprovided by the

Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Additional funding for

the campaign isprovided by the South African government, the United Nations International Children's

Fund (Unice~ and the Nelson Mandela Foundation. loveLife isanew lifestyle brand for young South

Africans, promoting healthy living and positive sexuality. lovelffe ispositioned as part ofpopular youth

culture. The key to lovelffe's approach isto get young South Africans to 'talk about it' (sex). The

campaign isdesigned to create interest and the ambiguous messages are meant to stimulate the youth

to talk about sex and other related issues.

In addition to the above there are various other campaigns in operation. Parker, etal. (2000: 46-62)

document some ofthe awareness and prevention campaigns that are employed in South Africa:

The National AIDS Helpline assists people to develop acommunity consciousness and to become

more amenable to accepting change. South Africa'snational tollfree AIDS Helpline was

established in 1992 by the Department ofHealth as part ofthe response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

The multilingual, 24 hour service ismanaged by Life Line, anon-governmental organisation involved in

telephone counselling. The AIDS Helpline allows for dialogue between individuals and informed

counsellors, which has apositive impact, both in terms ofHIV prevention, and support to HIV positive
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individuals. The tollfree number iswidely promoted and results in tens ofthousands ofcalls being

made to the Helpline each month. Callers to the Helpline can receive basic information, in-depth

counselling and referral to appropriate services.

World AIDS Day iscelebrated on the 1stofDecember all over the world. It focuses on commemorating

those who have died ofAIDS and on efforts to combat the disease. An established campaign day with

a history ofAIDS awareness activities, World AIDS Day provides ample opportunities for AIDS publicity.

Traditionally the day ischaracterised by high profile media events geared towards raising AIDS

awareness, street campaigns, and (mass) events as well. Some ideas which have emerged from

previous World AIDS Day activities include marches, processions, memorials and candle lighting,

festivals and drama, quilts, murals, sticker and post card campaigns. ASouth African example ofhow

World AIDS Day iscommemorated is the development ofAIDS murals. Murals are apowerful pUblic

medium, using artistic representations to convey meanings. Murals also add colour to often drab urban

environments and bring art to street level, opening artworks to many different interpretations and

responses by the public. Mural painting in South Africa during World AIDS Day has involved

collaboration between AIDS organisations, local government representatives and artists. Artists'

workshop AIDS issues and develop artistic interpretations during the mural painting process. Busy

areas close to taxi ranks, train stations, educational institutions and health centres are ideal sites. Each

mural can be strikingly original and different, reflecting the individual interpretations ofthe·artists and

the communities in which they live. Where words and slogans are used, it ispossible to use relevant

local languages and slang terms. Murals typically feature a red ribbon AIDS logo and the national

tollfree helpline number as part of the design. During mural painting - usually aprocess ofaweek to

ten days (leading up to World AIDS Day) - members of the public are encouraged to interact with the

artists. Leaflets, condoms and other materials are distributed. The area of the mural can also be used

for street theatre and media briefings. The description ofthis event issimply an example of the many

awareness campaigns (mentioned above) that takes place on World Aids Day.

Another activity that forms apart ofWorld AIDS Day isthe Paper Prayers campaign. This campaign is

planned annually by the Artist Proof Studio, acommunity printmaking and etching centre. In 1995, the

Johannesburg Art Gallery invited artists and students to participate in the Positive Lives exhibition. This

exhibition was inspired by aJapanese tradition ofoffering painted strips ofpaper as prayers to sustain

good health and heal the sick. In 1996, workshops were held for youth groups, health workers, art

educators, school children, and various other support groups. Thousands ofpaper prayers were
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produced and exhibited in galleries, shopping malls, and theatres, and were part ofWorld AIDS Day

activities. Through the exciting process of learning new skills (new printmaking techniques) and

creating beautiful 'art work', the participants challenged the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Making apaper prayer

is life affirming and healing - it reinforces the notion that we must all be part of the struggle and the

solution - apath that encourages and reinforces acollaborative spirit.

World AIDS Day iscommemorated to build and maintain awareness ofthe plight ofpeople living with

AIDS and the impact ofthe disease on communities. The preparation for aWorld AIDS Day event can

be very important especially when it istruly participatory, (including the different sectors ofa

community). This process, then, in itself can deepen community awareness of issues associated with

HIVlAIDS.

The above campaigns are an indication that employing effective HIV/~IDS awareness and preventative

campaigns has become one of the pivotal objectives in the fight against the HIVlAIDS pandemic.

2. COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS AS A KEY INTERVENTION FOR HIVlAIDS PREVENTION

Previous studies have indicated that access to information, education and communication are central in

reducing vulnerability to HIVlAIDS infection. In her article entilled Researching the Use ofDrama for

AIDS and Lifestyle Education in KwaZulu Natal: South Africa, Dalrymple (1995: 263) contends that
lo-""';"" =-=-

appropriate health and life style education has been identified as the key to controlling the HIV/AIDS

pandemic that is threatening this continent. Dalrymple (1995: 102) further asserts: /

In the absence ofacure for AIDS oravaccine for HIV infection, and in view ofthe increasing

rates ofsexually transmitted diseases (STD's) among youth, education iscritical in reducing

the transmission ofboth. Such education needs to be given to young people so that they can

protect themselves and others from infection.

Epstein (1997: 4) cautions that "with no signs of the epidemic abating there is an urgency to identify

and/or develop effective ways ofcommunication about AIDS in amanner which people can understand

and integrate into their lifestyle",~d and Fimbres (1993: 14) further affirm that without acuref"'""""" ___

oravaccine, p~evention throug!!JD1QI:!!1ati~~ , ~m!!!~ication and understandi ~~emains the most

powerful interventi ~n. Parker (1994:6) supports education as the cornerstone ofAIDS education and
-_._-----~_....~_.._.- ,.-- - --_ ._- .. ._._._---...._....-----.._~~---- .- _. ---- -
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maintains that one ofthe approaches commonly used tomanage HIV infection and AIDS prevention is

through acombination ofeducational and infrastructural methods. He suggests techniques such as the

use ofmass and small media, social marketing and distribution ofcondoms and peer education are

used. More recent writings by Parker, etal. (2000: 10), however, caution that every HIV/AIDS

intervention needs to be supported by effective communication activities that are adequately planned

and managed.

Implicit in the above isthe importance ofplanned communication efforts to curb the spread of the AIDS

virus. A term often used to describe planned communication efforts is 'communication campaigns' and

isdefined by Rogers and Storey (1987: 817) as:~-

Purposeful attempts to inform, persuade ormotivate behaviour changes in a relatively well

defined and large audience, generally for benefits to the individual and/or society at large,

typically within agiven time period, by means oforganised communication activities involving

mass media and often complemented by interpersonal support.

,.Communication campaigns do not always need to involve mass media, as indicated in the above

definition. Communication campaigns can take place ata more localised/community level involving

other communication activities. This could include folk-media, dance, plays and drama, which are

particularly relevant in the development ofparticipatory communication campaigns.

Clearly then, in the absence ofacure for the AIDS virus, it follows that employing effective

communication campaigns, especially targeted atthe youth, iscritical in the efforts atHIV/AIDS

prevention. HIV/AIDS communication campaigns should therefore be rooted in sound theory. This

possibility isfurther examined in the next chapter by teasing out the main limitations of the key

theoretical approaches and models commonly used toguide HIV/AIDS communication campaigns.

************
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CHAPTER TWO

2. CRITIQUING KEY THEORIES AND MODELS USED DURING HIVlAIDS COMMUNICATION

CAMPAIGNS

2.1 Introduction

With the objective ofsetting up a theoretical framework for this study, this chapter discusses the key

theories and models used toquids HIV/AIDS communication campaigns. ·It notes that much ofthe

research governing HIV/AIDS communication campaigns has been borrowed from research generated

by social psychologists, advertisers and mass communication researchers. Because most of these

theories and models break down the communication process into sender, message and receiver (S-M

R) variables, they emphasise individualism and communication linearity. The origins ofthe S-M-R

model can be attributed to the research conducted by Shannon and Weaver in 1949. Shannon and

Weaver's mathematical theory ofcommunication outines the communication process as a simple linear

model. The model depicts effective communication as the transfer ofmessages from the sender tothe

receiver. The model ismechanistic and represents an oversimplified account ofwhat takes place

during the communication process. It issender oriented and istherefore linear and individualistic. It

fails to acknowledge that communication does not take place in isolation but within abroader network

of ideas and contexts. For example, an advert on television promoting the usage ofcondoms has a

slogan, is illustrated by an acUscene, uses different colours and font sizes, and isscreened during

specific times. All of these variables carry different meanings for different members of the audience,

depending on their cultural, political, social and economic context, A message therefore cannot be

interpreted in isolation. The various contexts of the message must be considered, for example, the

cultural context must be considered, especially during HIV/AIDS communication. By using culture as an

example, this chapter highlights the importance ofacknowledging cultural contexts incommunication

campaign theory. It further proposes that on~ ofthe ways ofalleviating linearity and individualism isby

including target audience participation in the~I~~ning , implementation and evaluation phases.

Most HIV/AIDS campaigns focus on behavioural change as amethod ofprevention. Commonly used

theories and models that help to guide communication campaigns focusing on behavioural change are

borrowed from social psychology. In addition, others are borrowed from marketing and mass

communication discourse. Some ofthe frequently used theories and models that guide HIV/AIDS
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communication campaigns include the heath-belief model (HBM), the diffusion of innovation theory and

the social marketing theory. The aforementioned are discussed and critiqued below.

2.2 The Health-belief model

Maiman and Becker (1974) formulated the health-belief model. It has been subsequently extensively

reviewed (in Mullen, Hersey, and Iverson, 1987). It has also been used in private preventative action,

patient adherence and therapeutic regimens and the habits ofeveryday living such as smoking and

HIV/AIDS prevention. This model ispredicated on the premise that individual health behaviour isa

function ofperceived threat and perceived benefit (Stone, 1979: 53). The model maintains that an

individual's perception ofsusceptibility, severity, benefits, barriers and the cures available would

determine the possibility of the individual engaging in preventative health activity. Perceived

susceptibility refers toan individual's feelings ofpersonal vulnerability toacondition. These feelings

may vary from individual to individual (in the case ofamedically established illness, this dimension has

been reformulated toinclude questions ofestimates ofsusceptibility, belief in diagnosis, and

susceptibility to illness in general). This dimension therefore refers toone's subjective perception of the

risk ofcontracting acondition. Perqeived severity refers to an individual's concern about the

seriousness ofcontracting an illness (or of leaving it untreated). This dimension, which varies from

person toperson, isalso made up ofan evaluation ofboth medical/clinical consequences (for example,

death, disability, and pain) and possible social consequences (for example, effect ofthe condition on

work, family life and social relations). Perceived benefits refer tohow an individual reacts to the

message. This depends upon hislher beliefs regarding the effectiveness of the various actions

available in reducing the disease threat. Finally, perceived barriers refer tothe potential negative

aspects ofaparticular health action which may act as an impediment to undertaking the recommended

behaviour. A kind ofcost-benefit analysis isthought to occur where the individual weighs the action's

effectiveness against perceptions that it may be expensive, dangerous (e.g., side effects, iatrogenic

outcomes), unpleasant (for example, painful, difficult, upsetting), inconvenient and time consuming.



assessed against the perceptions of the physical, psychological and financial barriers inherent in the

health-finding effort. The basic components ofthis model are taken from awell- established body of

psychological and behavioural theory. According to Maiman (1974: 108), behaviour depends m~~tt~n
____ - .....- -. __• • 0 _ _ _. ~,_ •• .. _'w_~'~_ _ . _ ._...._

~J!owing two variablts - ~~tly~ _!h~~~l~eJ?!~~~~-_by ~~_ ind!y'i~.~~~~"_~ £a~i~~lar:.9~~I, a~~_~~g~~~ly,

~~~l!.qiviC1!J~'s es~~ate ~f.thelli<~"lihQ9.Q.~!given _9.~!l()Q-'.'!H1 acb.~~~~.~~1g9.~1. Epstein (1997: 21}

maintains that when these variables were conceptualised in the context ofhealth-related behaviour, it
-----_.~- -_. ----~ ..---- ..------_.

@rrespo'lQ~~.~esire~~ aVQ.l~U~lle§s, _al1d.the. bell.~JhaLa_~p_~fi!!c hE!a..ltb.Eqtion_would p're.'{~Q1.(Qr

ameliorate) iIIne~ In this model, susceptibility toand severity of the health related issue serves as a
c.

basis for the individual toact and the perception ofbenefits provides the path ofaction. The mass

media and awareness campaigns are examples of 'cues to action' and this in turn supposedly serves

as astimulus to trigger the decision making process of the individual. The application ofthis model~_.

evident in the community mqQm§ation project of the gay com..rnl,mityjrU.he.United States:---_.-._. -..__._---....--~_ ..~._...-- .--- . ---..---~---_.....- -. - - -- --- ---- -- . ...-..~-~. --._-------------..

During the early 1980's the gay community in a number ofcities in the United States
L..------experienced aharsh and frightening phenomenon. Gay men began developing unusual

cancers and lung infections thatoften led todeath. There were high levels ofpromiscuity and

casual sex was common in gym-like establishments called bathhouses. As the death toll

began increasing an understanding ofHIV and AIDS developed, and gay men began

mobilising. They set up counselling groups todeal with safer sex, death and dying; distributed

condoms, shut down the bathhouses; developed vibrant media; and took to the streets to

protest for greater government commitment to fighting the epidemic. During this time people

continued tobecome infected, but over time the cumulative effects of the interventions began

to show positive results, and the number ofnew infections dropped significantly (Parker etal.

2000: 5).

One of the limitations of the health-belief model is that it is individualistic, as it predicts an individual's

response to preventative health messages. Furthermore, this model has been criticised for focussing

too much on abstract, conceptual beliefs. Stone (1979: 68) argues that not all the research results

supported the predictions ofthe health belief model. Individuals do not always follow up on health

recommendations subsequent tobeing alerted ofapotential health threat. Furthermore, Freimuth

(1992: 101) maintains that:
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In general, the health belief model isa rational-cognitive model and assumes a"rational"

decision-maker. Most adolescents, and many adults, do not seem to approach the AIDS issue

from such alogical perspective, but seem quite capable ofdiscounting risks and optimistically

perceiving themselves as invulnerable to harm.

Another limitation ofthe health-belief model isthat it excludes interpersonal orgroup influences. In

view of the 'social nature' ofsexual intercourse and the influence ofother factors such as the

individual's beliefs, intentions, comprehension, and memory recall, this isan important omission in the

context ofSTD and HIV/AIDS prevention (Epstein, 1997: 23). Furthermore, this model does not take

into account cultural pressures and conditions that might impact on an individual's ability to take up

certain health measures. For example, in SouthAfrica, because ofthe patriarchal social system,

women are ata higher risk ofbeing infected with HIV/AIDS. The South African Health Report (SAHR)

states that even ifawoman knows that her partner should wear condoms, she isunable to effect this

because she may face the risk ofabuse orabandonment if she refuses to have sex with her partner not

wearing acondom {http://www.hst.org.zalsahr/2000/chapter15.htm/02l11/26l.

2.3 Diffusion of innovation theory

The diffusion of innovation theory isthe work oftwo American sociologists, E. Rogers and F.

Shoemaker (1971). The main emphasis ofthis theory ison the communication process by which a new

idea orproduct becomes known and used by aspecific target group. This theory isfounded largely on

the empirical observations ofvarious forms ofplanned communication. Rogers and Shoemaker's study

focuses on the communication stages through which farmers had to pass in adopting agricultural

innovations. These stages are awareness, interest and evaluation, followed by small-scale trial, and

finally, adoption orrejection ofthe innovation. The approach categorises individuals into groups

depending on how easily new innovations are adopted. Groups are categorised into early adopters,

early majority, late majority and laggards. The failure ofadopting new innovations was attributed to so

called psychological factors. This psychological prejudice had to be overcome before innovations were

accepted. Communication isgiven the role ofhelping with the removal ofthe prejudices so that a

climate forchange iscreated, which will lead to greater acceptance of innovations and therefore the

promotion ofthe innovation.
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Similarly, the above-mentioned process ofcommunication can be applied toHIV/AIDS communication

campaigns. Here, the innovation orthe practice could either be the use ofcondoms orabstinence from

sex. This theory can then be applied to acommunication campaign by using the stages ofawareness,

interest, evaluation, small scale trial and then either rejection oracceptance ofthe innovation. Many

HIV/AIDS communication campaigns use the diffusion of innovation theory tocreate awareness of

HIV/AIDS. An example ofthis is the loveLife campaign currently being run in South Africa. This

campaign has showcased various influential leaders (Nelson Mandela, Bill Clinton, Zanele Mbeki and

others) in the media toshow their commitment and support towards the loveLife campaign. These

efforts constitute an example ofhow the awareness stage of the diffusion of innovation can be

approached. The lovelffe campaign has been designed by using colourful advertising toshowcase

various ambiguous messages, which are meant tostimulate the youth to talk about sex. This illustrates

how the interest stage ofthe theory was structured.

loveLife (http://www.loveLife.org.zalllwebsite/simple.asp/02l11/26) reports that:

In the first year, (1999) the lovelffe campaign concentrated on building brand awareness

through an initial teaser campaign designed tocreate intrigue and enquiry toa more pointed

focus on sex and HIV. By the end ofthe first year, more than two-thirds ofSouth Africans

could identify the lovelffe brand. loveljfe's strategy isthree-pronged: tobuild awareness by

stimulating more open and better-informed communication about sex, sexuality and gender

relations and todevelop the necessary public health services, institutional support and

outreach programmes for young people.

The above description of the loveLife campaign practically demonstrates awareness, interest,

evaluation and the small scale trial phases of the diffusion of innovation theory. However, the

acceptance ofthe innovation phase isquestionable. The loveLife campaign has generated a lot of

controversy over its ambiguous style ofadvertising. Although, through its bright colours, it has captured

the attention ofmany, perhaps its messages should be clearer (http://www.woza.co.zallovelife16hhtm).

After all we are dealing with a killer disease and the messages being conveyed should 'hit' home

immediately without causing further confusion. The limitation in the application of this theory in practice

indicates that although the initial stages of the theory may be successful the latter stages (the most

important) may fail.
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Freimuth (1982: 103) criticises the diffusion ofinnovation theory for being too linear, for having apro

innovation bias, and for widening gaps between the 'information haves' and 'have-nots' in asocial

system. McQuail (1987: 273) further maintains that:

Traditionally the model emphasises organisation and planning, linearity ofeffect, hierarchy (of

status and expertise), social structures (thus personal experience), reinforcement and

feedback.

2.4. The Social Marketing Approach

Philip Kotler, amarketing scholar, introduced the idea ofmarketing not only for commercial transactions

but also for non-commercial transactions. This process, known as social marketing/social cause

marketinglidea marketing/public issue marketing isdescribed by Kotler (1982: 490) as the:

Use ofmarketing principles and techniques toadvance asocial cause, idea, orbehaviour.

More specifically: "social marketing" is the design, implementation and control ofprogrammes

seeking to increase the acceptability ofasocial idea orcause in target group (s). It utilises

concepts ofmarketing segmentation, consumer research, concept development,

communication facilitation, incentives and exchange theory to maximise a target group's

response.

Social marketing isfrequently used toplan public health campaigns. Parker etal. (2000: 15) claim that:

Social marketing techniques have achieved considerable success world-wide, promoting

condoms, contraceptives and other health products and effectively reaching millions ofpeople

who would not otherwise have had access tothese products.

The social marketing approach isborrowed from marketing discourse and isageneric concept of

marketing, applied to non-commercial transactions such as development, social change, and education

campaigns. Social marketing can therefore be used during public health campaigns where the

objective of the campaign istobring about social change within acommunity. Compared to

commercial marketing, social marketing usually operates in less profitable markets, for example during

public health and fund raising campaigns.
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Social marketing ismade up offive elements, viz. product, price, promotion, place and positioning (the

five Ps) and isused as atool by the communication planner. These tools help the communication

planner to define the communication situation. "For (social) marketing tobe successful, all ofthe

functions associated with the five Ps must be performed by the marketer orother participants in the

transaction process" (Windahl, etal. 1992: 96).

The five Ps are described as the product which refers toa product/serviceJidea, orpractice that needs

tobe marketed toatarget group. The communication strategist should be clear about what product is

being marketed. The communication planner should also be aware ofhow the recipients/public

perceive the product. To make an idea more tangible, it is important toattach a physical object to it.

For example, in the case ofHIV/AIDS awareness campaigns, the 'red ribbon' symbolises support for

the fight against HIV/AIDS. Price is the second concept, which refers to that which ispaid by the

recipient of the message in exchange for the message. In social marketing, price refers to the

exchange ofsocial prices other than money, for example, resources. Price does not necessarily refer

tomoney, but rather to the time and energy put into participating in acampaign. For example, the price

for the participation ofthe public during a HIV/AIDS awareness campaign would mean the time and

energy the participants spend participating in that campaign. Place refers tothe channel through which

the product/idea ismade available to the target group. Windahl, etal. (1992: 96) cautions that the

communication planner should ensure that the channel iseasily accessible and identifiable. Acase

study documented by Jarlbro, (1987: 17) refers toacase study on AIDS in Sweden. Some offhe

Swedes found it aburden to acquire condoms, as they were embarrassed. This resulted in them

stealing the condoms. A common practice in social marketing isusing acommercial channel for

distributing non-commercial products. This method helps the non-commercial marketers to gain a

channel, and in return, the commercial channels earn the goodwill that accompanies the product.

Promotion ismade up of the communication orpersuasion activities used tocreate awareness ofthe

product/service/idea orpractice amongst the target group. Solomon (1989: 93) suggests that

promotion means actively reaching out to the right people with the right message atthe right time in

order to obtain the right effects. This description implies that promotion goes further than simply an

advertising message orpublicity campaign. Because the primary aim ofsocial marketing is to bring

about social change, this usually means that the target audience has toaccept the idea, become aware

and then change its behaviour. Positioning isthe fifth Pand refers to how the recipient of the message

perceives the product or idea in relation toother products orideas.
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Acase study documented in Parker etal. (2000: 8) illustrates how this theory unfolds in practice:

In South Africa, social marketing techniques are applied to the promotion ofLovers Plus

condoms by the society for Family Health (SFH). SFH has set out to reach lower-income

consumers by using donor subsidies toreduce the retail price ofLovers Plus to athird ofthat of

commercial brands. The condoms are sold in conventional outlets such as pharmacies, cafes

and supermarkets, but are also sold in spazas, shebeens, and taverns. Socially marketed

condoms fill a valuable niche between free condoms and commercial brands. Free condoms

are available mainly through clinics and are thus not readily accessible, while commercial

brands are prohibitively expensive for the lower-income consumers. SFH isworking towards a

'five-minute rule' that sets out toensure that condoms are available within five minutes ofwhen

orwhere they are needed. Social marketing techniques have achieved considerable success

worldwide in promoting condoms, contraceptives and other health products and thereby

effectively reaching millions ofpeople who would not otherwise have had the access to these

products.

Windahl etal. (1992: 96) are of the view that in marketing language, a rational interplay between the

five Ps isessential for the creation ofa marketing campaign. However one of the key limitations of the

social marketing approach isthat in practice it unfolds in a linear fashion. Windahl etal.(1992: 99)

further note that in this approach, the goals of the communication campaign are defined outside the

target social system, thus rendering it less useful in certain situations. Implicit in this is that the

recipient of the message isnot easily motivated by communication coming from outside with goals set

by others (that is the communication planner). It isvery difficult toaccomplish agoal that isset by

someone else other than oneself. Furthermore, the person who defines the problem and the individual

who sets the goals tosolve the problem are critical. Goals being set within asocial system, compared

to goals being set by someone outside the social system, not only implies recognition ofa problem, but

also implies the promotion ofownership of the problem and therefore the empowerment of that social

group.

Windahl etal. (1992: 98) further maintains that another limitation ofsocial marketing isthat "often social

marketing campaigns fail because the right publics have not been addressed". Ttiey believe that a

solution tothis isthat before acampaign is launched, orienting key people in the system tothe goals of

the campaign and enlisting their support in identifying the publics to target can greatly facilitate
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communication efforts. Farquhar et.al. (1984: 23) concur with the above, stating that the "identification

of relevant publics has proved crucial to the success ofhealth campaigns". Implicit in this suggestion is

the notion ofparticipation by the recipients of the message.

2.5 Implications of the limitations

Teasing out the limitations of the key theories and models that guide HIV/AIDS communication

campaigns shows that these theories are linear and individualistic. Epstein's (1997: 108) analysis also

supports this and she argues that "current psycho-social models ofbehaviour change are individualistic

in their focus and cognilive in their orientation. These models give little credence to the importance of

societal processes that underlie the emergence and maintenance ofnorms." In addition, what is

disregarded isthe complexity ofcommunication, a process that operates within elaborate networks of

intentions, interpretations, social relationships, power structures, standards and values. The linear

nature ofthese approaches and models places greater emphasis on the communicator ofthe message

than on the recipient ofthe message. This fails toacknowledge that communication isnot necessarily

linear, but isadeeper, multifaceted process, where messages are shaped by subjective responses

(Parker, 1994: 37).

These limitations have various implications for communication campaigns. For a HIV/AIDS

communication campaign to be effective, it needs toacknowledge both the social and cultural contexts.

Research by Epstein (1997: 113) on Sex News: AIDS Education Media Development in South Africa

echoes that: "HIV/AIDS risk behaviours are deeply rooted in the social, cultural and economic". Rogers

and Storey (1987: 831) authenticate this belief. They maintain that:

The shifting conceptualisation ofcommunication effects and communication process has led to

recognition that communication operates within acomplex social, political, and economic

matrix, and that communication could not be expected to generate effects all by itself.

Parker (1994: 152) provides further proof and concludes that:

In the final analysis it isclear that the media cannot be divorced from social processes that

seek to promote change, and further, if the media is to be functional in the process, then the
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incorporation ofcommunity perspectives in the production ofmedia products isof tantamount

importance.

Thus in application, the flexibility of these theories and models raises serious questions.These

questions focus not so much on the value ofthe theories as such but in their adequacy, orlack thereof,

in contexts different from those in which they were initially developed and tested. Clearly then there

exists aneed for these commonly used theories and models tobe re-articulated tobecome more

flexible. This will make them adaptable for application within various contexts, for example, the

inclusion ofcultural context, during HIV/AIDS communication campaigns.

2.6 The keY role ofculture in HIV/AIDS communication campaigns

Culture isawidely used concept with many divergent definitions. As Hebdige (1993: 359) points out,

culture isanotoriously ambiguous concept that has acquired anumber ofoften contradictory meanings

over the decades. Culture, maintains Raymond Williams (1981: 87), isone ofthe two orthree most

complicated words in the English language. Muller (1980: 115) defines culture as astorehouse ofways

in which we create a meaningful world. Professor Keyan Tomaselli, Director of the Centre for Culture,

Communication and Media Studies atthe University of Natal maintains that culture isconcerned with

meaning, the practices that generate that meaning, and the representational forms in which that

meaning isencoded. Tomaselli (1988: 5) defines culture as:

V
An ensemble ofmeaningful practices and 'uniformaties ofbehaviour' through which self defined

groups within oracross social classes express themselves in a unique way orlocate

themselves within an identifiable 'field ofsignification'. It is the process that informs the way

meanings and definitions are socially constructed and historically transformed by the social

actors themselves. Cultures are distinguished in terms ofdiffering responses tothe same

social, material and environmental conditions. Culture isnot static oreven necessarily a

completely coherent phenomenon: it issubject to change, fragmentation, reformulation. It is

adaptive, offering ways ofcoping and making sense.

A further definition isoffered by Nyang (1994: 432), an African scholar who maintains that culture is:
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A human enterprise comprising a material, value and an institutional base; where the ~aterial /

base "embraces all material embodiments of the SPirit and Ideas ofaparticular society' ,the V
value base "refers to the things and all deeds within agiven social universe", and the

institutional base "refers to the processes and conditions that are instrumental in the self-

definition and self-advancement ofagiven society.

The above definitions clearly illustrate that culture cannot be defined and described as one unchanging

aspect ofhuman experience. Culture isnot homogenous orstatic. Itchanges and evolves as the

historical, economic, political and social beliefs, values and circumstances ofgroups and individuals

change. Notwithstanding the varied definitions ofculture, most definitions do agree on some core

conceptual elements. Culture isa body of learned beliefs, traditions and principles that are shared

among members ofaparticular group. Elements ofculture such as values, language, rituals and

traditions evolve orchange slowly and may take on new meanings.

Ithas been repeatedly stated (Epstein, 1997; ParkerJm,_Dalr:ymplILN!l~) and accepted that for
"c

HIV/AIDS prevention camQaigns to be ~ffective they should be cultu.mlly=~ensitive. Clearly then,
~----~------_._---~ -_.=c:::::-_-=-=_~~~ ~

HIV/AIDS preventative efforts that are not culturally sensitive will be ineffective and communication will

fail because itwill not reach the intended audience, will not be understood by those who are reached,

and will not be accepted by those who understand it. (Epstein, 1997: 46). The communication planner

should therefore take cognisance ofcultural differences.

South Africa has a particularly complex multicultural and multilingual society. The country's cultural

context isdiverse and many different forms ofcommunication are used to give expression to these

varied cultures. A few forms ofcultural expression in South Africa include the township jive, traditional

folk song and dance, traditional tales, tribal and native arts and crafts, flea markets and 'boeremusic'.

These, however, are not the only forms ofcultural expression in South Africa, for in some cases culture

may be 'hidden'. Epstein (1997: 48) documents one such example:

While the seemingly simple question, who isthe 'subject' sexual partner? (Parker, Herdt &

Caballo: 1997) may seem obvious, it varies across cultures and isprobably the source of

significant error in research design. Consequently, any interventions that are developed on the

basis ofthose results are likely to fail. Whether apartnership issexual and/social, culturally

approved ordisapproved, voluntary orcoercive isof real importance in survey and fieldwork
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studies. Ifacommunity places value on marriage and monogamy, respondents may be

unwilling to discuss adultery, especially with an outsider unknown tothem. In South Africa,for

instance, the issue ofextramarital relations and predominantly male promiscuity isa key to

understanding the transmission ofHIV/AIDS.

The role ofcommunication in influencing health therefore requires an integrated approach that includes

aclear understanding of the group cultural context, especially during HIV/AIDS communication. One of

the ways ofensuring that these cultural contexts are included in the communication campaign isby

allowing for interaction between communicators and receivers. This participatory approach overcomes

a number ofdifficulties, especially those associated with cultural differences. The main advantage of

this isthat receivers are able to shape messages in a way that is relevant totheir conceptualisation of

ideas, and is applicable to the specific cultural context in which they exist.

Does one, for example, ignore cultural differences during an HIV/AIDS communication campaign

targeted atyouth from different socio-cultural backgrounds? Certainly not - these differences should be

embraced, accepted and incorporated into the campaign. This study suggests that one of the ways of

alleviating linearity and including culture isby employing aparticipatory approach during campaign

construction. This can be achieved by incorporating the target audience ofthe campaign into the

planning, message development and implementation phases ofthe communication campaign. This

participatory approach would allow for the incorporation ofthe various cultural perspectives of the

recipients.

2.7 The use ofparticipatory communication methodologies in HIV/AIDS communication campaigns

The principles that guide HIV/AIDS participatory communication methodologies can be located within

the theoretical framework ofPaulo Freire (1990). In his writing, The Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, Paulo

Freire (1990) advocates ashift in the power process from the teacher to the student in aclassroom

situation. This idea can then be used in communication campaign theory where the recipients of the

message in the communication campaign share their ideas during campaign planning and

implementation. Freire proposes that the teacher should invite students to "think critically, about subject

matter, doctrines, the learning process itself, and their society" (Shor, 1993: 25). Similarly, this method

of 'problem posing' can be applied tocommunication campaigns. Just as a teacher in classroom

situation poses problems derived from student life, social issues, and academic subjects, in a mutually
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created dialogue, so too must achange agent (communication planner) involve the recipients in the

communication process in a mutually created dialogue. This would ensure that the recipients of the

message are part ofthe construction ofthe message and would ensure that the underlying contexts of

the recipients have been acknowledged.

Freire's theoretical discourse isstructured around the principles ofmultiplicity. He maintains that there

isno universal path to development. That is, development must be conceived ofas an integral,

multidimensional, and dialectic process, which can differ from one society toanother (Aronowitz, 1993:

38). Implicit in this is that there are many ways ofdevelopment. Similarly, this idea can be applied to

the communication process. The sender should not solely construct the communication message. The

construction ofthe message should instead be adialogical process involving the sender and the

receiver of the message. The roles of the communicator and recipient inthe communication process

therefore become inter-changeable and have no boundaries. This therefore alleviates individuality and

linearity and creates acentral space for culture because of the active participation ofboth the

communicator and ofthe recipient. This serves as an important vehicle for bringing about community

participation. Previous research by Parker (1994), Dalrymple and Preston-Whyte (1995) and Tomaselli

(1984) have documented the benefits ofusing participatory methodologies in HIV/AIDS communication.

Parker's (1994) research incorporates the perspectives of intended readers oftexts in the development

ofcommunication messages. After asequence of focus sessions, the intended readers developed

indigenous signs that were deeply relevant to the readers' own context. The process ofpromoting

'indigenous messages' enables participants (who are also the recipients of the message) to incorporate

their own lived experience and consciousness into the task athand - that ofHIV/AIDS awareness.

Parker maintains that this methodology allows for the development of images and slogans that were

unlikely to have emerged utilising conventional linear (top down) approaches tohealth media

development. In Parker's (1994: 132) evaluation of the project he maintains:

What was particularly significant (and extraordinary) was that the participants had made rapid

shifts in terms ofthe assessment oftheir perception oftheir own risk to AIDS. In the case of

male participants most indicated directly that their knOWledge ofHIV/AIDS had increased

sufficiently to motivate commitment tocondom use.
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Parker further argues that normally HIV/AIDS information production isconceptualised by health

professionals and media professionals and the perspectives of the target audience are seldom directly

assessed, thereby ignoring the cultural contexts of the recipients of the message.

DramAidE's approach ofusing participatory drama and other interactive educational methodologies to

control the spread ofHIV/AIDS also takes cognisance ofcommunity participation. In the study entitled

The Use ofDrama for AIDS and Lifestyle Education in KwaZulu Natal: South Africa, Dalrymple (1995:

259) maintains that:

Communication isacomplex process that works within an elaborateflntricate network of

intentions, interpretations, social relationships, power structures, standards and values. For

HIV/AIDS campaigns to be effective, the complex socialcontext in which individuals make

choices regarding their health related activities needs tobe acknowledged.

Dalrymple's and Preston-Whyte's (1995: 259) evaluation ofDramAidE's project is that "the thrust

towards social change means that the research must be action orientated and community participation

isessential if educational programmes are tomake an impacf. Preston-Whyte's (1995: 3) evaluation

ofthe project indicates:

The level ofknowledge about HIV/AIDS, and also an emotional response of the pupils tothe

research and intervention process was potentially positive dUring their assessment of the

programme: they suggest that it has had asignificant impact on those it has touched - and this

includes not only pupils, but their teachers and the wider communities in which they live.

Tomaselli and Tomaselli's (1984:109) study on participatory processes in health education documents

the benefits ofallowing target audiences toparticipate in the process ofdeveloping posters for the

promotion ofbreastfeeding. Parker (1994: 37) notes that the approach of the Tomasellis and their

students isconsistent with the move away from the communication models of, amongst others,

Shannon and Weaver, who employ a linear communication-message-receiver (C-M-R) approach to

communication. Instead, the approach assumes that communication isnot necessarily linear, but isa

deeper, multifaceted process, where messages are shaped by subjective responses. The posters were

distributed and integrated into post-distribution evaluations that analysed interpretation ofthe messages

and demonstrated high levels ofcomprehension. While it isunclear how rigorous this research was,
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respondents in one area indicated that they would change to breastfeeding (Tomaselli and Tomaselli

1988:109).

Based on the above, it follows that successful interventions have taken cognisance ofthe deeper

cultural and societal processes that underlie communities. One ofthe critical aspects of these

campaigns has been the participation of the target audiences in these campaigns. This study therefore

supports these participatory interventions, and maintains that incorporating the target audience in the

planning and implementation phases ofHIV/AIDS communication campaigns will help to alleviate

linearity and thus will acknowledge various cultural perspectives. Itdemonstrates this by evaluating an

HIV/AIDS awareness campaign targeted atyoung adults.

The next chapter demonstrates this suggestion by using Paulo Freire's (1990) principles ofparticipatory

communication by incorporating the recipients in the planning, message construction, implementation

and evaluation phases ofHIV/AIDS communication campaigns.

************
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CHAPTER THREE

3. BACKGROUND TO THE ML SULTAN TECHNIKON'S HIVlAIDS AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a background to the ML Sultan Technikon's HIV/AIDS awareness campaign.

The campaign isdiscussed in terms ofthe way in which it adheres toparticipatory communication

principles. Itexplains the initiation ofthe campaign and provides asummary ofthe campaign. It further

documents the aims and outcomes ofthe campaign and thereafter outlines the structure ofthe

campaign.

3.2 Formulation ofML Sultan Technikon's HIV/AIDS awareness campaign

In October 1999, delegates from South African Universities and Technikons met with the Department of

Health and Education at the Kopanong Conference Centre in Benoni, South Africa. This conference

was a result ofthe national govemmenfs call for partnerships against HIV/AIDS and was convened by

'The Beyond Awareness Campaign' ofthe Department ofHealth. Members ofthe conference included

Minister Kader Asmal and other key stakeholders in the field ofeducation. Itwas agreed that tertiary

education institutions had akey role to play incombating the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The ML Sultan

Technikon, a tertiary institution located in KwaZulu Natal, had astudent complement of8500 with the

majority ofthe students being either black or Indian. (ML Sultan Prospectus, 2000:1). The majority of

the students belonged to the age group 15 to 24, categorised as the 'high-risk' group by the Medical

Research Council ofSouth Africa

(http://www.mrc.ac.zalurbanbulletinnune2000impending.htm:200215/11). This situation posed athreat

to the institution and it was therefore imperative to implement initiatives to combat the rapid spread of

this pandemic.

The Life Skills Counsellor atthe ML Sultan Technikon participated in this conference. Subsequently, a

HIV/AIDS management plan for the ML Sultan Technikon was formulated. This plan was based on the

principles ofparticipatory communication. Itwas formulated by Ms Ray Bhagwan (Life Skills

Counsellor) and Mr Amar Singh (Director ofStudent Counselling). Singh and Bhagwan (1999: 1)

maintain that:
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The fact that the highest incidence ofHIV infection occurs within the 15 to 24 year age group

clearly poses adirect threat tous as a tertiary institution since our students fall within this

group. It istherefore imperative to engage all the Technikon's stakeholders in implementing

innovative initiatives tocombat the rapid spread ofthe epidemic. Acomprehensive plan

detailing initiatives toprotect our students and staff isproposed.

They further maintained that the impact on the Technikon through student infection would result in:

• The supply ofgraduates with a limited life-span.

• Adevastating effect on the National Loan Scheme and other methods offinancing students.

• Adrain on the tertiary institution's finances inproviding asupport structure for people with

HIV/AIDS.

• Aserious effect on pass rates, thereby affecting subsidy income.

• An impact on the Technikon's human resources toprovide medical and psychological support.

• Discrimination that could result in the job prospects of the students being adversely affected.

The objectives of the plan were to:

• Bring about positive behavioural change inthe Technikon community with regard tosexual

practices.

• Minimise and prevent the number ofHIV/AIDS infections.

• Provide support for those already infected.

• Manage and reduce discrimination towards those infected by providing information.

The objectives of the plan were founded on the principles ofparticipatory communication. A

multicultural class ofstudents would be selected toparticipate in the campaign byactually planning the

campaign in away that was relevant tothe way they conceptualised ideas, and applicable tothe

various cultural contexts within which they lived. The products generated from the representational

students' participation would then be used within the wider Technikon community to raise awareness

around four HIV/AIDS related issues:

• PreventativelEducational Services

• Counselling Services

• Health Care Services

• Developmental Services
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This study focuses on the preventative/educational service. This service focused on creating

awareness through education. The objective of this case study istotherefore ascertain whether

acknowledging cultural contexts through participatory communication promotes behavioural change.

This study acknowledges that awareness does not necessarily lead to long term behavioural change,

but tries todemonstrate that acknowledging cultural contexts through participatory communication

could serve as an effective intervention in the fight against HIV/AIDS. The awareness/educational

service was planned as awareness campaigns containing the following interventions/activities:

Services Nature of intervention Type ofactivity

Preventative/education 1. Awareness campaigns 1.1 Poster/pamphlet distribution

al service 1.2 Education fairs

..1.3 Float procession

1.4 HIV/AIDS advice desk

1.5 HIV/AIDS awareness concert

2. WorkshopslJife skills 2.1 Role-play, small group discussion - to

provide accurate information about the

disease and to facilitate the acquisition

ofskills to negotiate situations that

involve risky sex practices.

2.2 Development ofmurals, posters,

quilts, etc.

3. Workshops: prevention 3.1 Poster development, small group

ofharassment and discussions.

discrimination.

4. Peer counselling 4.1 Training students to deliver HIV

information.

Condom distribution 4.1 Students to distribute condoms

(Singh and Bhagwan, 1999: 8)
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3.3 The inclusion ofparticipation during the ML Sultan Technikon's HIV/AIDS communication

Campaign

The nature ofthe ML Sultan Technikon's HIV/AIDS awareness campaign located itself within the

theoretical framework ofsocial marketing, which was then adapted and modified to include participatory

aspects. The first component ofsocial marketing, the product, can be described as the educational

service being offered by the Student Counselling Centre. The second, being price can be categorised

as the time and energy put into this effort by the planners ofthe campaign. Place isthe third

component ofsocial marketing and in this study refers to the place where the service isavailable, in

this instance atthe Student Counselling Centre in the Technikon. Promotion would then refer to the

various promotional activities planned. The last component in social marketing, positioning, refers to

the students' perceptions ofHIV/AIDS.

Locating this campaign within a pure social marketing approach and ignoring the theory's limitations

would be iniquitous. Social marketing implies a 'top-down' approach, whereby communication

activities are formulated by agroup/person who isdetached from the recipients ofthe message. This

implies a failure to acknowledge that communication isnot linear, but isadeeper, multifaceted process,

that needs to acknowledge cultural contexts. Based on this limitation ofsocial marketing, it was

decided to include participation as afurther component ofthe theory. This component was included in

the promotion phase ofsocial marketing, where aselected class ofstudents was allowed to participate

during the planning, implementation and evaluation phase ofthe campaign. Although the promotion

phase ofsocial marketing does not specifically preclude participatory communication, itdoes not

specifically suggest that participatory communication should be part of it. The promotion phase

therefore served as an area in which to modify the social marketing theory and steer it towards a more

participatory approach.

Participation by various cultural representatives ofthe target audience meant that the campaign would

be shaped in a way that would be relevant to audiences conceptualisation of ideas, applicable to the

cultural context within which they live. Furthermore, Singh and Bhagwan (1999: 14) maintain that

commitment and inclusivity was important for the plan to succeed. Implicit in their belief isthe notion of

participation. They further believe that for educational programmes to be successful they should start

where people are, with their existing knowledge, beliefs, fears, hopes, attitudes and practices. It should

also take into account the socio-economic and cultural context ofpeople's lives and should therefore
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help people express their feeling and describe their own experiences. This would assist in helping

people to identify, understand and articulate their own problems and toexplore opportunities for change

and development. This means not taking responsibility away from people by telling them what todo,

but allowing them to make their own decisions..

Based on the above, itwas decided to include a multicultural class ofstudents to participate in the

campaign. Therefore, approximately sixty first year Public Relations Management (PRM) students

were invited toserve as asample. These students were excited toparticipate in the campaign on the

basis that they would learn about HIV/AIDS and would assist in the development of the campaign for

the Technikon.

An interview with the Life Skills Counsellor (appendix one) revealed that the objective of the campaign

was toeducate students and tocreate awareness around HIV/AIDS related issues. Its primary goal

was toinform the students how the virus istransmitted and tocreate awareness ofcommunity

resources in relation to testing and support structures. The awareness campaign was to be planned

and managed by the first year public relations students. The management of the campaign would be

the most crucial and important part of the campaign. The Life Skills Counsellor believed that itwas

important for the first year students toget involved in the detailed planning of the campaign so that the

implementation of the campaign would be easy. The PRM class would be a representation of the

multicultural student complement and therefore participation by these students would ensure that the

campaign would be multicultural. These students would work together to enable them tointeract and

learn about other cultures. They would also plan, implement and evaluate the campaign. The Life

Skills Counsellor confirmed that students would be part ofthe communication process because they

would actually produce the messages in the form ofposters, leaflets and flyers. Students would

develop themes, which would then be used todevelop various plays and poems and aconcert. It

emerged that the use ofdrama and audio-visual aids would be more effective compared to the

traditional one-on-one approach. The Counsellor added that using aguest speaker to address

students about AIDS would be ineffective. Instead, the active participation ofstudents using drama,

poetry, song, art exhibitions, dance and rap would be more effective. Other examples ofeffective

student involvement identified by the administrator included an art exhibition, where students would

actively be involved in the creation ofart in the form ofposters, murals and pamphlets. The

development and building of the float procession structures, distribution ofcondoms, the construction of
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AIDS symbols/signs/slogans and other acts (like awhole group ofpeople holding hands to represent a

family) by the students would also mean an effective form ofcommunication.

The life Skills Counsellor believed that by pursuing the aforementioned strategies the objectives ofthe

campaign would be achieved. Itwould not only create awareness of the virus by informing students

what it isand how it is transmitted, but it would also inform students of the statistics in KwaZulu Natal

and the implications of these statistics. Itwould further help students identify the best ways to prevent

the spread ofthe disease and would inform them ofwhere toget tested for HIV/AIDS, and where to get

support and counselling for themselves and loved ones affected with the disease.

An analysis of the above interview reveals that the life Skills Counsellor believed that the success of

the campaign would be a result of the students' parficipafion in the campaign. Activities such as drama,

music, plays, dance and rap are activities enjoyed by students. Because the students (the recipients)

would be allowed to provide input into the campaign they would think ofactivities that interested them.

Itcan be concluded that these activities were effective as they were interesting and were activities that

the students wanted to be party to. This method ofparticipation ensured that students' interest levels

were maintained. Participation also ensured close interaction between fellow students from different

cultural backgrounds. This can assist in working with different cultural groups and can also assist in

breaking down cultural barriers. In the final analysis it can then be concluded that participation, to an

extent, ensures that cultural contexts are included in communication campaigns. Furthermore,

participation also empowers individuals because itenables the recipients of the message toorganise

themselves around issues that they can understand and appreciate, which enables them todevelop a

sense ofpride and belonging.

To gauge whether this participatory method was successful, aquestionnaire was administered amongst

these students prior tothem participating in the campaign and another was administered after their

involvement in the campaign. The actual process was planned as five stages:

1. Questionnaire to determine the current levels ofHIVlAIDS knowledge

Before initiating the first stage of the process aquestionnaire was administered to gauge the

levels ofHIV/AIDS knowledge.
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2. Participatory meeting between the Life Skills Counsellor and PRM students

In this phase the students and the Life Skills Counsellor participated in an interactive meeting.

The meeting was made up ofadialogical discussion between the students and the Life Skills

Counsellor. They discussed issues about what HIV/AIDS is, how it isspread, ways toprevent

contracting HIV/AIDS, and information regarding the support services available for students

infected with the HIV/AIDS virus. These sessions took place over several weeks and used

focus group sessions, role playing and other activities to develop participants' understanding of

HIV/AIDS and the development ofcampaigns.

3. A session with the first year PRM students to brainstorm ideas about the planning and

implementation ofthe campaign

At this meeting students were asked tobrainstorm ideas regarding the format ofHIV/AIDS

education campaigns. Thereafter, participants worked in unsupervised focus groups to

develop aseries ofactivities and messages based on experiences applicable tothe cultural

context within which they live. They were further encouraged to tackle some ofthe HIV/AIDS

issues that they faced in their communities.

4. The message construction and implementation ofthe campaign by the first year PR

students

This stage consisted ofthe students implementing the campaign they had planned. They had

to formulate the messages for the campaign and also disseminate these messages tothe

greater Technikon community. This participatory method saw the students acting as both

communicators and recipients. The students who were the recipients ofthe message were

also the communicators. As communicators, the students themselves had to formulate

messages on HIV/AIDS prevention, which meant that they formulated messages according to

personal relevance and cultural contexts. Furthermore, students' roles become inter

changeable and this provided aplatform for them to express themselves freely based on their

personal, cultural, social, political and economic contexts.

5. Evaluation ofthe programme

The last stage, after the implementation of the campaign, consisted ofthe PRM students

participating in the evaluation of the campaign. These students were required tocomplete a

questionnaire togauge the success of this participatory method ofeducation.
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Students' participation in the campaign meant that they organised themselves around issues that they

could understand and appreciate. It also gave them asense ofpride. Furthermore, they realised their

potential for changing their circumstances and improving their own lives. These activities are atrue

reflection oftheir contexts and therefore help to establish the reality ofAIDS.

This chapter has briefly ouWned the initiation of the HIV/AIDS Awareness Campaign atthe ML Sultan

Technikon. It further deliberated on the various stages of the campaign. The next chapter discusses

the research methodology employed toevaluate the programme, explains the findings ofthe evaluation

and concludes with recommendations based on the findings.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an insight into the research methodology employed during the evaluation ofthe

participatory HIV/AIDS awareness campaign atthe ML Sultan Technikon. Italso provides the findings

of the results and further provides recommendations.

4.2 Research methodology

The research methodology employed to evaluate the participatory HIV/AIDS awareness campaign

consisted of two sets ofquestionnaires and asemi-structured interview. Initially, focus groups were set

up to obtain feedback from students. However, students were not prepared to talk openly because the

researcher lectured to them in two of their major subjects, hence the familiarity with the researcher.

Many respondents were unwilling to answer certain questions that embarrassed them orwhich had a

negative impact on their status orego. The alternative was touse a printed questionnaire. A

questionnaire according to Malhotra (1996: 318) isaschedule, interview form, ormeasuring instrument

that isa formalised set ofquestions for obtaining information from respondents. He suggests that a

questionnaire has three specific objectives. Firstly, it must translate the information needed into aset

ofspecific questions that the respondents can and will answer. Secondly, it must uplift, motivate and

encourage the respondent to become involved and toco-operate. Thirdly, the questionnaire should

minimise response error- it should be easy toanswer and should not be ambiguous.

With the objective ofgaining maximum information and bearing in mind the sensitivity of the topic, it

was decided that two sets ofquestionnaires with mostly open-ended questions would be administered.

The first questionnaire would be administered prior tothe planning of the campaign togauge the PRM

students' existing knowledge levels about HIV/AIDS. Another would be administered after the

implementation ofthe campaign togauge what was learnt by them from their active participation in the

campaign. Furthermore, students did not have to indicate their names on the questionnaire. They were

also allowed to place their responses in abox, instead ofhanding it to the researcher.
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4.3 Findings

4.3.1 Results and analysis from the questionnaire prior tothe planning ofthe campaign

[annexure 21

Of the sixty students that participated in the questionnaire, 96% were ofthe opinion that

HIV/AIDS was spread primarily through sexual intercourse. Itshould be noted that none of the

respondents mentioned other means ofcontracting the virus, such as blood transfusions or

mother-to-child infection. The statistics are a further indication that students were aware of the

serious nature ofHIV/AIDS. All ofthem knew that if infected they could die.

Most of the students (87%) knew that a blood test could confirm whether one isHIV positive. In

response to how they would protect themselves against HIVlAIDS, most (80%) ofthe students

knew that males had to wear acondom during sexual intercourse. Others said that in order to

protect themselves, they had toabstain from sex. This isan indication that afew ofthe

students were aware that the best way of protection isthrough abstinence.

When asked if they used condoms during sex, 60% responded positively, whilst 20%

mentioned that they did not engage in sexual relations. It is important to note that the

remaining 20% of the respondents said that they did not use condoms during sex because of

the following reasons:

• "My boyfriend does not like to use a condom".

• "My boyfriend says that it does 'not feel as nice' with acondom".

• "Sometimes I do not have acondom on me".

• "My boyfriend does not have AIDS so I will not be infected".

These reasons are an indication that females regard their partners' views as important.

Furthermore sexual pleasure seem tobe of importance. Afurther problem identified, was the

lack ofavailability ofcondoms. This needs to be overcome by placing condom dispensers at

strategic points within the Technikon. Furthermore, there was evidence that students felt that

because their partners were not infected atthe time the questionnaire was administered, they

had no reason for concern. Regular HIV/AIDS testing needs tobe promoted amongst

students.
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4.3.2 Results and analysis of the questionnaire after planning and implementation ofthe

campaign [annexure 21

The majority (81%) of the students were aware of the HIV/AIDS awareness campaign. The

remaining 19% were not aware because they did not attend lectures regularly and therefore

were not aware that the class was participating in the project. Others said they were simply not

interested in participating in the programme and therefore did not know what the campaign was

about.

The majority (81 %) of the class indicated that they came toknow ofthe campaign because of

their active participation. They responded by using words such as 'participation', 'helped',

'involved in', 'we ran the campaign', 'I was part of the campaign', 'I was present atthe

campaign'. It can be said that there was ahigh rate ofawareness about the campaign

because ofstudent participation in the campaign. Furthermore, participation also encouraged

responsibility. Words such as 'I was part of, we ran the campaign', demonstrates this sense of

responsibility and therefore empowerment. The remaining 19% ofthe students came to know

of the campaign from various sources such as friends in the class orbecause free condoms

and pamphlets were handed out orbecause they saw posters. These sources also created

levels ofawareness amongst students, (although toa lesser extent).

78% of the respondents mentioned that they learnt something new from the campaign. They

indicated they learnt 'how toprevent AIDS' and how to take care of themselves if they were to

be infected with AIDS and also 'how AIDS isspread' and they also learnt 'how torecognise its

symptoms'. They also said that 'they will not have sex without acondom'. In this group one

student said 'the campaign was an eye opener' as he/she learnt about HIV/AIDS from friends in

his/her group. As a result the student said that 'this put torest tothe doubts regarding

HIV/AIDS symptoms'. These statements are an indication that there was an increase in

knowledge levels amongst the students. The evidence of learning by interacting with fellow

students isan indication of the positive effects ofparticipation.

Furthermore, responses such as "I learnt how totake care ofothers suffering from AIDS and

there was no need tobe prejudiced against people with AIDS" indicate that acommunication
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campaign that involves the recipients in the planning and implementation has the desired

impact.

Many students indicated that they also leamt that 'AIDS infection ison the increase and that it

isa killer virus and does not only affect aspecific race group, but anyone regardless ofsex'.

Others said that 'AIDS isnot only an African disease, it affects Indians and other race groups

and it does not choose its victims'. An analysis of the above indicates that through participation

with each other, students were able to tackle and speak about myths (that the HIV/AIDS virus

isan African disease) faced by specific cultural groups. This proves that participatory

communication campaigns acknowledge cultural context, which leads to abetter understanding

of issues and therefore an increase in knowledge levels.

When asked how the new knowledge would affect their behaviour, a typical response was 'I will

not have sex without acondom as this campaign has taught me to practice safe sex'. This is

an indication of increased awareness of the importance ofthe condom. In addition, some

students indicated that they would not have pre-marital sex because, 'in their culture pre

marital sex isforbidden'. This response isan indication of the strength ofcultural norms

governing many students' sexual behaviour. Furthermore, they are able to identify with their

culture and are prepared tofollow it. For example some students indicated that they would not

be influenced by their friends tohave sex because 'youngsters are irresponsible'. Implicit in the

link between 'being influenced by friends' and 'irresponsibility' isthe impact ofpeer pressure on

students.

All (100%) of the respondents thought that the HIV/AIDS campaign atthe Technikon was

important. One student wrote that the campaign was justified because "younq adults are at

such aplace where their hormones are running wild", This indicates a need for awareness

campaigns so that this age group isaware of the possible threats of the disease. Most of them

mentioned that their participation in the campaign was important because active participation

meant expressing one's creativity, and creativity promotes fun learning. This indicates that

these students were excited to be involved in the campaign. Itoffered them achance to learn

about HIV/AIDS. Implicit in this finding isthat students enjoy using creative ways toexpress

themselves about serious issues, in this instance, HIV/AIDS.
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Some ofthe students were very excited tobe involved in the campaign because they felt that

all students should participate in the planning ofthese campaigns and events involving AIDS.

They believed that there should be more exciting and novel ways to enlighten themselves

about AIDS rather than having people give talks/speeches. They maintained that the

Technikon should run fetes, fun-runs, plays and floats. They also felt that they should help with

fundraising activities for victims who cannot afford treatment and become involved in the

planning ofpeer group discussions. Some ofthem felt that they should be given the task of

making such campaigns interesting and creative by brainstorming and coming up with activities

that educate in an inspirational and interesting manner. For example, one student wrote that

the multi-cultural dance in which he/she was involved not only gave him/her achance to

express his/her beliefs/views about HIV/AIDS, but also gave hislher black friend achance to

eo-dance with him/her. What is important in these statements isthat students want tobe part

ofHIV/AIDS awareness campaigns. Furthermore, students believe that because oftheir

participation, they have come up with activities and messages that are relevant to their context

and are ofinterest tothem. These findings further indicate that participation, to an extent,

empowers students and it gives them achance toinclude their cultural contexts in the

campaign.

Afurther finding indicates that the rest of the Technikon community also wanted tobe part of

the campaign. Some ofthe respondents indicated that everyone ought to be involved so they

feel as though it is really important and that their efforts are acontributing factor. They further

asserted that all faculties should be included, possibly via their communication course, so that

involvement becomes compulsory. Further evidence ofwanting tobe part of the campaign was

indicated by one student who said that: "my friends studying other courses wanted toso much

be part ofthe planning process. As a result three of them asked tohelp with the planning of

the campaign and they really enjoyed themselves".

In the final analysis it can be noted that there was an increase in the knOWledge levels about

HIV/AIDS amongst the participants in the campaign. Before the campaign some ofthe

students indicated that they engaged in sexual intercourse without acondom. However, after

the campaign 90% of them said that they would not engage in sexual intercourse without a

condom. They also learnt that HIV/AIDS isa killer disease and it affects anyone and not only a

specific race group. This proves that participatory communication campaigns not only
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acknowledge cultural contexts, but also help to influence positive sexual behaviour, thereby

leading to an increase in knowledge levels.

4.3.3 Photographs

In addition tothe two questionnaires and the semi-structured interview, the researcher captured

on film some ofthe messages compiled and disseminated by the students during the

campaign. They used various mediums to transmit their messages including posters, flyers, a

float procession, murals and pamphlets. What follows isasummary ofsome ofthe messages

formulated by the students and photographs showing students promoting their messages.

• No condoms, no sex

• Bring back basic human values to our society such as truth, non-violence, love and peace

• AIDS - people's killer

• Respect J love and care for the HIV positive person

• Viva AIDS education

• Protect your family

• Prevention iscure

• Crush AIDS

• We are the future [T-shirts worn by the students]

• ML Sultan supports AIDS awareness

• Prevention through education

• Together we stand, youth united against AIDS

• Condomise - fight AIDS

• Beyond Awareness

• Let's fight AIDS together

• Secure your future, use acondom

• Knowledge ispower

• MLST in memory ofall those students lost to AIDS thinking of you [quilts]

• To all the children lost to AIDS [quilts]

Photographs showing students' contributions appear on the ensuing pages. Thereafter the

recommendations and conclusions of the study are documented.
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Photographs of the students participating in the campaign

Students actively involved inconstructing messages for the mural
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Messages compiled by the students usedduring the float

Messages compiled by the students used during the float
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Messages compiled by the students used during the float

Messages compiled by the students used during the float
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t

Messages compiled bythe students used during the float
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"Simunyeweare One". "Lets fight AIDs together"

"Respect Love and care for the HIV+"
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Display boards used to display poster messages constructed by the students
'.

'I have AIDS please hug meI can't make yousick"

"Other posters used to convey messages about HIVlAIDS"
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~--------------- ---- -- - --------------- - - - - - - - ---,

Students busypainting a mural
L-- _

Aposter to show that the MLSultan Technikon supports AIDS awareness AIDS education
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Seen with PRM students, Ms R. Bhagwan,- Life SkillsCounsellor (extreme right)

Students atwork- constructing posters
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The AIDS quilt

A strong message to "BRING BACK BASIC VALUES"
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Activities planned by the students
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A poster in memory of friends
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A quilt inmemory of friends
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4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions and recommendations presented in this section are related to the findings in the

previous section. The conclusions do not claim to be exhaustive, but are intended torepresent

information that ismost useful for communication campaigns during an HIV/AIDS awareness campaign

targeted at the youth.

This study has reviewed and teased out the limitations ofthe commonly used theories and models of

HIV/AIDS communication campaigns. In doing so, it has shown that these models are linear and fail to

acknowledge various contexts, one ofthem being cultural context. However, preventative decisions

are strongly located within cultural norms. In order to influence behavioural patterns it is therefore

important to acknowledge cultural and social contexts in ~IV/AIDS campaigns. This can be achieved

by including audience participation during the planning, implementation and evaluation phases. The

findings revealed that by using participatory communication and acknowledging cultural contexts, the

knowledge levels of the recipients in the HIV/AIDS campaign increased.

Based on the aforementioned findings, it isevident that the ML Sultan Technikon's HIV/AIDS

awareness campaign, through the use ofparticipatory communication, managed tocapture the

attention of the youth, and has increased their knowledge levels on HIV/AIDS. It also influenced

beliefs and attitudes about sexuality and responsible behaviour. It is therefore recommended that this

project should continue, whilst continually researching and developing new ways ofgetting students

involved in the planning and implementation of the project. This participatory approach allowed

students toshape the campaign and the campaign messages in a way that was relevant to their

conceptualisation of ideas, and applicable totheir cultural context. This process not only empowered

students, but also brought to the fore certain cultural myths. These myths were then interrogated and

where possible, were corrected. The continuation of this campaign isofutmost importance, as itwill

attract the attention ofnew students. The link between HIV/AIDS education and participation should be

strengthened and should be spread across all programmes ofacademia. The interest shown in the

planning process by the students from the other departments isan indication that there isan in~erest in

becoming involved in HIV/AIDS communication campaigns at the Technikon.

Furthermore, there isan indication that students want to help others suffering from HIV/AIDS. A

learning curve regarding the non- prejudicing of HIV/AIDS sufferers isapparent and isan indication that
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students have accepted that HIV/AIDS affects all races. The multicultural group that worked together

forced students to became more tolerant and more accepting ofeach other. Furthermore, through the

successful completion of the campaign, students realised their potential for changing their

circumstances and thereby improving their own lives. This study recommends that that this message is

continually reinforced so that the Technikon community isable to develop an internal community

support structure to help HIV/AIDS sufferers so that the limited medical and counselling resources are

conserved.

The high level of interest shown in the project by the first year PRM students is a result of their active

participation in the planning and implementation of the project. The majority of students who

participated in the campaign learnt something new from the campaign. Participation also ensured that

students organised themselves around issues of interest to them, thereby ensuring that their social

contexts were included in their HIV/AIDS awareness intervention. Therefore, participation should be

encouraged atallleve!s in the Technikon. The Technikon should consider introducing competitions

with prizes for individuals who have innovative ideas that will help with HIV/AIDS awareness in the

Technikon. This would allow each department to have a turn to run awareness campaigns and this

would consequently allow the awareness campaigns to run throughqut the year. This would also

ensure that the message iscontinually reinforced, which would promote wider learning.

Most of the students are aware ofhow to protect themselves from contracting HIV/AIDS. However the

reward of sexual satisfaction amongst the males is a major contributing factor toyouth not using

condoms, and females appear to be afraid ofasking their partners to wear a condom. It is

recommended that other areas of conscientisation should be used toeducate youth in this area.

Furthermore, the Technikon should ensure that condom dispensers are placed atstrategic points so

that they are easy to access.

Students displayed enthusiasm in getting involved in the promotion of HIV/AIDS awareness campaigns.

They believed that these activities gave them a chance to express their creativity. This study

recommends that since creativity allows a sense of freedom, it should be encouraged. This form of

expression, forexample the mural painting, the quilt, slogans, posters, drawings and pamphlets.

promote and encourage debate about issues pertaining to sex. Therefore participation in the planning

and implementation of the campaign promotes empowerment and freedom. To a certainextent,
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participation also encourages individual contributions towards the combating of the disease, while at

the same time promoting learning.

The messages constructed by the students, as extracted from their posters, murals and quilts, is an

indication ofwhat students learnt about HIV/AIDS during the campaign. Most of the messages

constructed by the students contained the word 'condom'. This implies that there isstrong awareness

ofthe importance ofusing a condom during sex. Some of these messages, as depicted in the

photographs, are an indication that there was an increase inawareness of HIV/AIDS and some

students indicated that they would not engage in sexual intercourse without condoms - an indication of

behavi~;~~ha~;~~rth~~ore~-mess"agesdepi~ted i~th~-·~h~;;;PhS a~; ';~-;dication of the

sample group's response towards the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The message "bring back basic human

values to our society, such as truth, non-violence and peace" highlights an awareness ofmoral values

amongst the group. "These values are strongly emphasised in my culture athome and inchurch" was

aresponse from one of the students. These core cultural beliefs are important as it is through these

cultural beliefs that the students made sense ofHIV/AIDS.

In the final analysis, this case study demonstrates that participatory communication planning is the

desirable routetopursue in HIV/AIDS communication campaigns, especially amongst youth. This

approach re-posinons the communication process so that emphasis isalso placed on involving the

recipient of the message thereby, to an extent, making place for cultural variables. The case further

demonstrates that the system ofdialogical education allows the youth to "engage inconfronting their

own lives" (Freire, 1990: 75). This process ofparticipatory communication encourages the youth to

take ownershipthat eventually leads to empowerment and a change in society as faras HIV/AIDS

awareness isconcerned.

Other areas of research around HIV/AIDS campaigns could include examining the importance of

acknowledging other contextsduring HIV/AIDS campaigns, for example, gender, economic and political

contexts.
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Appendix One: Questionnaire ofthe semi-strucutred interview conducted with the Life
skills Counsellor

1. What is the current HIV/AIDS statistics atthe Technikon?

2. What was the objective of running such a campaign?

3. How was this campaign planned and managed?

4. What role did the first year Public Relations students play inassisting with the campaign?

5. Do you think that this form ofcampaign planning helps and addresses students problems?

6. What do you think would be good strategies for the Technikon toaddress the HIV/AIOS issue on

campus?

-Ends-
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Appendix Two: Questionnaire administered tothe first year Public Relations students

prior to the planning and implementation ofthe campaign

Dear student

I am currently completing ashort study contributing towards a MA degree. My topic relates to the

HIV/AIDS campaign run by the Student Counselling Centre. I am conducting two questionnaires:

• One prior toyour participation in the HIV/AIDS awareness campaign and

• One after the planning and implementation of the campaign

I would appreciate your help by completing this first questionnaire.

Please note that you do not have to indicate your name and all responses will be confidential.

Completed questionnaires can be placed in the box provided.

1. Are you aware ofhow HIV/AIDS is spread?

[ill]
~

2. If YES, briefly explain how you think it isspread?
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2. What are some of the consequences ofbecoming infected with HIV/AIDS?

3. How doyou diagnose if you are HIV positive?

4. How doyou protect yourself from contracting HIV/AIDS?

5. Do you use a condom during sex? Ifno why?

Thank you for your participation.

Veena Rawjee
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Appendix Three: Questionnaire administered to the first year Public Relations students

after the planning and implementation ofthe campaign

Dear student

As you are aware from the previous questionnaire that you answered I am completing a short study

contributing towards a MA degree. My topic relates to the HIV/AIDS campaign run by the Student

Counselling Centre. I would appreciate your help by completing this second questionnaire. Please tick

the appropriate block and answer the questions that follow. Please note that you do not have to

indicate your name and all responses will be confidential. Completed questionnaires can be placed in

the box provided.

1. Are you aware of the HIV/AIDS awareness campaign atML Sultan Technikon?

illL1
~

2. IfYES how did you come to know of the campaign?

3. Did you gain any new knowledge from it?

[lliJ
~
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